Dear London,

The news of the loyal gentlemen here has reached the place to others, but none from you to me. This is a little unlike especially as I have written frequently to you. By these letters you seem to be in a good spirit to enforce me, how I see nothing but the want of the wretched paper can materially injure the great cause. The speculation of the kind of paper seems to one to require more attention since the funds are upon it, by they fail the injury may be irreparable. In truth till the public is assured you have serious injury. Treasury of paper will perhaps you have serious injury. Treasury holders were once satisfied you had been one million of hard dollars they would not hesitate to lend twenty upon it. This is precisely the case with the Bank of England, whose paper certainly exceeds twenty-fold its specie; it is with the paper principally that the war is supported against us. These and others wrote letters. But the question is, where are we to get these hard dollars? Send effect to the islands, collect the Dollar this epoch yet attempt to the islands, collect the Dollar this epoch yet attempt
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